
It’s been five years since Val climbed out of the
ruins of Biomne’s research facility. Five years of
running from the creature he’s become. Five years
of trying to turn the curse into a blessing. He’s
scratching out a living in the heart of Chicago, trying
to make ends meet while saving those he can. His
friend John has found a home with girlfriend Sky.
The three of them share an apartment in a city too
big to care.

Stories of Val’s dark gift have reached across the
seas to Talin Higgins, a man who will stop at nothing
to possess the power of the Night. Talin has pursued
them from city to city and is ready to spring his trap
in the ancient place where Great Lakes and the
power of the Chicago River meet. By his mastery of
Vodou, he will take the Night and damn the world.

Danny’s running too – from the feelings she knows
aren’t hers. Emotions that come from the thing
emerging from within. Carlisle has joined her friend
in the cold heart of Alaska. Danny’s 14-year-old
daughter Adalia holds them together more than any
of them know. Adalia’s new companion, the
mysterious boy only she can see, guides their steps
back to those they miss the most.

Rejoin Val and Danny’s pack as they fight to save
not just the world, but themselves and those they
love.

Praise for Night’s Favour, also by Richard Parry:
“A great combination of action, witty banter, great characters, 
humour, death and destruction, and cop stuff (with a smattering 
of romance on the side).”  
– JC Hart

“I finished this in one go, great story, genuine laughs, and then it 
was over too soon.”
– P Brown

“Best werewolf book I've ever read.”
– Brian D Thompson

“Pure action… It moves along like a Batman movie.”
– Wayne Smitzer
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